
PilotFish Studies in integration

Mega Transactions, No-Fail Integration for Leading HIE and Claims Clearinghose

Legacy system hangover, stressed resources and impatient customers are a cry for moving to a modern architecture and

integration solution. Learn how a Healthcare Claims Clearinghouse and HIE challenged its new integration solution to 

re-engineer and transition its claims processing architecture in record time with no disruption to existing connections or

increase in resources. A small internal team armed with the new tools and PilotFish support met every challenge. With

newfound agility, the organization has responded easily to growth and increased transaction volumes.

The ClienT

The client is a clearinghouse for healthcare claims data and a health information exchange (hie) for the communica-

tion of clinical data. it provides a secure gateway for the electronic exchange of data and serves large healthcare 

networks and private practices. The client connects to over 4,000 payers nationwide, ensuring that transactions are

timely and secure.

The Challenge

The client was struggling with an outdated, unstable infrastructure for the movement, validation and manipulation of

millions of anSi X.12 hiPaa claims files. Their existing solution was based on a combination of a large commercial

vendor’s eTl software and their own homegrown technology. The new solution needed to replace a legacy system,

but still needed to retain the old connection functionality with the legacy system. The legacy system was notoriously

difficult to troubleshoot and prone to failure. it was too rigid to easily build new features with as well.  attempting to

keep up with evolving new standards and technologies had become impractical. Due to the burden of maintaining the

old system, the team also did not have the bandwidth to react in a timely manner to data editing and validation re-

quests from their client base. This resulted in mounting frustration from both their user community and internal man-

agement team.

The client required a new enterprise solution that would be capable of addressing all of these issues. as the organiza-

tion had very limited financial resources, minimizing the amount of staff required for maintenance and ongoing devel-
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opment was another key requirement. additionally, the new system must be implemented transparently, maintaining

hundreds of existing endpoints with little to no disruption during the transition.

The SoluTion

after vetting the PilotFish solution, the client engaged PilotFish in a Proof of Concept (PoC). The PoC consisted of a

4-day onsite engagement. During this time, a PilotFish team consisting of two Senior Solutions architects worked

with a small group of experienced members of the client staff to prototype a new claims processing architecture. in

just a few days the team quickly constructed a framework capable of handling the connectivity, data manipulation

and data validation required to effectively replace and enhance the legacy implementation.

after the successful PoC engagement, the client officially selected the PilotFish eiPlatform integration engine and

eiConsole graphical iDe. With very little formal training needed, the client’s team fully re-engineered their entire claims

processing architecture in less than six months. This effort included the implementation of several hundred unique

data flows. This impressive feat is even more remarkable when one considers that this effort was done with a small

team of no more than three software engineers who received very limited training and assistance from the PilotFish

professional services staff.  The speed and efficiency corroborated the selection team’s decision that PilotFish would

optimize both scarce financial and iT resources early in adoption.

The BeneFiTS

With the Phase i implementation of the PilotFish integration middleware, the client has already seen dramatic gains in

the manageability and flexibility of their trading partner communications. These technical benefits have been coupled

by improvements in team productivity. This is allowing the organization to deliver better, more personalized and reli-

able service to their large constituency.

The flexible eDi-to-XMl and XMl-to-eDi transformation technology embedded in the PilotFish solution has allowed

the client to dramatically facilitate the design and implementation of solutions to edit and validate customer data

when connecting to new endpoints. in turn, this has significantly reduced the time required to onboard new cus-

tomers and trading partners. The system performance and increased operational visibility of the PilotFish eiPlatform

has measurably improved client uptime while reducing the man hours required for day-to-day system maintenance

and monitoring.

For new development, the client has found the eiConsole software to be intuitive and easy to use thereby minimizing

the staff and time it takes to train new staff on the technology. as required, to help meet particularly challenging re-

quirements, the client has been able to call on a PilotFish professional services staff that they have lauded “one of the

best, if not the best, professional services groups” with whom they have had the opportunity to work. They have

gone on to say that “The PilotFish professional services team does a great job not just on helping supplement your

staff and implementing new technologies, but on empowering your internal staff to be able to maintain, design and

implement solutions on their own.
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lean in both time and resource requirements, the new PilotFish integration solution leverages the strengths of internal

teams, and positions the organization to succeed quickly, inexpensively and flexibly.”

The FuTure STaTe

The flexible and extensible architecture of the PilotFish eiPlatform will allow the client to rapidly setup connection

methodologies that meet the needs of their existing legacy clients while also allowing them to leverage emerging in-

dustry standards, new advanced technologies and best practices with new trading partners.

To further reduce resource requirements, the client may elect to implement another product in the PilotFish suite, the

eiPortal. By implementing the eiPortal the client can offer their trading partners a complete self-service facility that au-

tomates not only the distribution of interface requirements, but also enables complete message testing and validation

prior to customers going live. The eiPortal can be custom configured to define an organization’s data formats, com-
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With the implementation of the PilotFish integration middleware, UHIN has already seen dramatic

gains in the manageability and flexibility of our trading partner communications. These technical

benefits have been coupled with improvements in team productivity, allowing our organization to

deliver a much higher level of service to our members than was previously possible. We’ve been

gratified that in a matter of less than three months, several hundred unique data flows have been

implemented by a small team of UHIN employees. The fact that the team is largely self-taught in

the PilotFish products is real testament to how easy to learn and use the software really is.”

Dallin Johnston, Chief operating officer for the utah health information network (uhin)

“
“

munication methods and validation rules required for electronic data exchange with their trading partners. Trading

partners may use the eiPortal to send asynchronous follow-up messages into their system to test and verify the flow

of inbound transactions.

With the eiPortal, once satisfied with self-testing, the trading partner need only contact the organization’s technical

representative for final integration testing and production deployment. By leverage the eiPortal, the client will be able

to dramatically reduce their resource requirements and costs while onboarding more trading partners and managing

increasing transaction volumes.

over the course of nearly 15 years and hundreds of implementations, PilotFish has developed and refined a

methodology for the configuration, testing and deployment of interfaces and process orchestrations. We have

an unblemished track record of success. Through years of Bake-offs and Proof of Concepts (PoCs) we have

demonstrated the value of our integration engine solutions to future customers. let us conduct a Free use

Case evaluation for you to determine where PilotFish can provide the most value to your organization and solve

your most complex integration challenges. To schedule a Free use Case evaluation please contact us at 860


